Abstract-Selectin/ligand interactions initiate the multistep adhesion and signaling cascades in the recruitment of leukocytes from circulation to inflamed tissues and may also play a role in tumor metastasis. Kinetic properties of these interactions are essential determinants governing blood-borne cells' tethering to and rolling on the vessel wall. Extending our recently developed micropipette method, we have measured the kinetic rates of E-selectin/ligand interactions. Red cells coated with an E-selectin construct were allowed to bind HL-60 or Colo-205 cells bearing carbohydrate ligands. Specific adhesions were observed to occur at isolated points, the frequency of which followed a Poisson distribution. These point attachments were formed at the same rate with both the HL-60 and Colo-205 cells ͑0.14Ϯ0.04 and 0.13Ϯ0.03 m 2 s Ϫ1 per unit density of E-selectin, respectively͒ but dissociated from the former at a rate twice as fast as did from the latter ͑0.92Ϯ0.23 and 0.44 Ϯ0.10 s Ϫ1 , respectively͒. The reverse rates agree well with those measured by the flow chamber. The forward rates are orders of magnitude higher than those of Fc␥ receptors interacting with IgG measured under similar conditions, consistent with the rapid kinetics requirement for the function of E-selectin/ligand binding, which is to capture leukocytes on endothelial surfaces from flow.
INTRODUCTION
E-selectin is a member of the selectin family of adhesion molecules that are important in processes such as leukocyte trafficking, thrombosis, inflammation, and ischemia reperfusion. 19, 32 It consists of an N-terminal, calcium-type lectin ͑Lec͒ domain, followed by an epidermal growth factor ͑EGF͒-like module, multiple copies of consensus repeat units characteristic of complement binding proteins, a transmembrane segment, and a short cytoplasmic domain. Inducible on stimulated endothelial cells, E-selectin binds carbohydrate ligands expressed on leukocytes, including E-selectin ligand 1 ͑ESL-1͒, 16, 44 and other glycoproteins decorated with oligosaccharides. 4, 49, 60 The specific carbohydrate structures that are recognized by E-selectin include modifications of the sialylated blood groups sialyl-Lewis a (sLe a ) and sialyl-Lewis x(sLe x ). 51, 52 Selectin/ligand interactions mediate the first step in the multistep adhesion and signaling cascades involved in the trafficking of lymphocytes into secondary lymphoid tissues and the recruitment of leukocytes from the circulation to sites of infection or injury. 17, 25, 43 Furthermore, high levels of sLe a and sLe x epitopes are expressed in some carcinoma cells, such as Colo-205, which have been shown to mediate adhesion of these tumor cells to endothelial cells via E-selectin. 24, 46, 49, 57 This and other observations suggest a role of E-selectin/ligand interaction in tumor metastasis. 3, 7 Kinetic rate and binding affinity constants are essential determinants of cell adhesion, as these parameters govern how likely, how rapidly, and how strongly cells bind, how long they remain bound, as well as how many bonds will be formed. Perhaps there is no better example than the selectin/ligand interactions in this regard, for their specialized function is to mediate flowing cells to tether to and to roll on the blood vessel wall. 9 Rolling adhesion is distinct from the firm adhesion under static conditions mediated by integrins in the second step of the adhesion and signaling processes. 20, 53 The ability for the selectins to mediate cell tethering and rolling is believed to be due, at least in part, to their rapid kinetics. It has been hypothesized that fast forward rates are required to enable selectin/ligand interactions to effectively capture leukocytes on edothelial surface from flow. The strict conditions under which selectins have to do such a job can be better appreciated from the following consid-erations: In postcapillary venules where selectinmediated cell tethering and rolling occur, the leukocyte travels in the blood stream at a millimeter per second velocity. This may seem slow in the macroscopic world, but compared to the 10 m cell size it is a speed of 100 cell diam per second. For a macroscopic object, e.g., a car, to move 100 times of its size per second requires a speed of hundreds of miles per hour. A direct consequence of the rapid relative motions is the brief encounter time when the flowing cell collides with the stationary vascular wall, which is millisecond. To bind once every 100 collisions requires a cellular forward rate of 10 per second. For activated endothelial cells that express on their surface 370 E-selectin per micron square, this translates to a per E-selectin density forward rate of 0.027 m 2 s Ϫ1 . This number is orders of magnitude larger than the per receptor density forward rates of Fc␥ receptors interacting with immunoglobulin G ͑IgG͒, 12,13,54 -56 but, as will be shown later, it is consistent with values measured in this work.
The interest in kinetics is reflected by the rapidly increasing use of optical biosensors to measure kinetic rates of adhesion molecules. Such measurements have indeed shown fast kinetics for ligand binding of P-and L-selectins compared to typical antibody/antigen interactions. 27, 31 However, the relevance of these socalled three-dimensional, or 3D, kinetic rates, measured with soluble ligands binding to surface-linked receptors, to cell adhesion is still in question. It has long been argued that the 3D parameters should be quite different from their two-dimensional ͑2D͒ counterparts, namely, those of binding between membrane-bound molecules. 5, 6 Indeed, the 2D forward-rate k f ͑in m 2 s
Ϫ1
͒ and binding affinity K a ͑in m 2 ͒ have different dimensions, and hence, are physically distinct properties, from their 3D counterparts ͑in M Ϫ1 s Ϫ1 and M Ϫ1 , respectively͒. Kaplanski et al. were the first to measure 2D kinetics using the flow chamber technique. 18 Since then, there have been two other flow chamber 2, 42 and microcantilever 47 measurements on the dependence of reverse rate k r ͑in s Ϫ1 ͒ on force f for E-selectin/ carbohydrate ligand interactions. However, there are two issues in the flow chamber studies that have yet to be addressed. In the limited studies where forward-rate measurements were attempted, 18, 35, 36, 45 it was difficult to dissect k f because the measured binding rate of flowing cells to the chamber floor includes effects of collision frequency and encounter duration, none of which can be separately measured by independent experiments. Second, the zero-force reverse rate was not directly measured; rather, it was estimated by extrapolating the k r vs f data to f ϭ0.
To address these issues, we recently developed a micropipette method that allows for 2D measurement of both forward-and reverse-rate constants in the absence of tensile force. 12 In the micropipette, many conditions that cannot be controlled in the flow chamber are staged by the experimenter. These include whether, when, and how a contact will occur, how long a time and how large an area the two cells will be in contact, and when they will be separated at what speed and by how large a force. Thus, the collision frequency and encounter duration are directly controlled by the experimenter. Also, the reverse rate is evaluated at f ϭ0 because it is estimated from how fast bond dissociation counterbalances bond formation in the absence of force, as opposed to how long a bond lasts when it is subject to a force. This method has been successfully used in several studies to measure 2D kinetics of Fc␥ receptors ͑Fc␥R͒ interacting with their IgG ligands. 12,13,54 -56 In this work, we have extended our micropipette method in two areas. First, the method was applied to measure the 2D kinetics of a biological system that had not been tested by the micropipette but extensively studied by the flow chamber. 2, 18, 42 A recombinant E-selectin construct consisting of the Lec-EGF fragment, which is known to be the minimum functional unit for ligand binding, 21 was coated onto the surface of human red blood cells ͑RBC͒ by a capture monoclonal antibody ͑mAb͒. This was allowed to interact with carbohydrate ligands expressed on a human promyelocytic leukemia cell line ͑HL-60͒ or a human colon adenocarcinoma cell line ͑Colo-205͒. They were so chosen because the former serves as a model for leukocytes and the latter represents carcinoma cells. Second, we attempted to quantify the probability of having individual bonds instead of merely measuring the probability of adhesion. Direct visualization of the contact area between the two interacting cells during their separation enabled us to segregate the adhesions into subgroups according to the number of point attachments linking the two membranes. The frequencies of these point attachments were found to follow the Poisson distribution. These observations validate the use of McQuarrie's small-system kinetics formulation. 26 The reverse rates measured by the micropipette in this study were compared to those estimated from the flow chamber, 2, 18, 42 which showed good agreement supporting the validity of both methods. By comparison, the forward rates obtained here represent new information, since the flow chamber has been unable to measure this parameter. The forward rates are found to be orders of magnitude higher than those of Fc␥Rs interacting with IgG measured under similar conditions, 12,13,54 -56 consistent with the rapid kinetics requirement for the function of E-selectin/ligand binding, which is to capture leukocytes on endothelial surfaces from flow.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Selectin Constructs, Antibodies, and Cell Lines
The soluble E-selectin construct consisting of only the Lec-EGF domains, 21 and the anti-E-selectin nonblocking mAb 1D6 ͑mIgG1͒, 15 were from Hoffmann-La Roche Inc. ͑Nutley, NJ͒. The P-selectin Lec-EGF construct, 28 anti-E-selectin blocking ͑ES1͒ and nonblocking ͑ES2͒ mAbs ͑both mIgG1͒, 33 as well as anti-P-selectin glycoprotein ligand 1 ͑PSGL-1͒ blocking mAb PL1 ͑mIgG1͒, 30 54 
Coupling Protein to RBCs
A modified chromium chloride method, described in detailed previously, 12, 54 was used to couple the capture mAb ͑1D6͒ or isotype-matched irrelevant mIgG on the surfaces of RBCs. Briefly, RBCs were isolated from fresh whole blood of healthy donors by centrifugation through Histopaque 1119 ͑Sigma͒. Collected packed cells were stored in RBC storage solution ͑EAS45͒, 14 or phosphate-buffered saline ͑PBS͒, at 4°C. For coupling, about 10 8 cells were washed five times with 0.85% phosphate-free saline and resuspended in 250 l of saline solution. Antibody in phosphate-free saline was added to the cells, resulting in a final antibody concentration of 10 g ml Ϫ1 . Equal volume of CrCl 3 solution, prepared by diluting at 1:400-1:1600 ratios aged 1% CrCl 3 in 0.02 M acetate buffer, was added dropwise to the cell suspension with continuous vortexing. After 5 min, PBS/5 mM EDTA/1% BSA at a volume equal to that of the reaction mix were added to terminate the reaction. Antibody-coupled cells were rinsed twice and stored in EAS45 at 4°C until use. Coupling efficiency was examined by flow cytometry, using as a standard CD58, which are constitutively expressed on RBC surface at a known density. 40 Cells were incubated with 50-200 ng ml Ϫ1 selectin constructs for 30 min at 4°C before the micropipette experiment or site density measurement.
Site Density Determination
To determine site densities of E-selectin coated on the RBC surfaces, mAb ES1 was iodinated as described in Ushiyama et al. 50 Briefly, antibodies and Na͓
125
I͔ ͑ICN Biomedical, Irvine, CA͒ at a ratio of 100 g of protein to 400 Ci of 125 I were added to an Iodogen-coated glass tube on ice. After 5 min of incubation, the reaction was terminated by adding tyrosine solution at a concentration of 0.4 mg ml Ϫ1 . Free 125 I was removed by gel filtration through a Sephadex G-25 M column ͑PD-10, Pharmacia, Peapack, NJ͒ equilibrated in labeling buffer ͑25 mM HEPES, 116.25 mM NaCl at pH 7.4͒. The eluted volume fractions from the first peak of the radioactivity versus fraction number plot were pooled, and the protein concentration was determined with a Micro BCA protein assay kit ͑Pierce, Rockford, IL͒ using the unlabeled protein as a standard. The labeled protein was stored with 0.1% BSA at 4°C until use. The specific activity of the labeled protein ranged from 2500-5000 cpm ng Ϫ1 . The labeled protein was routinely Ͼ90% trichloroacetic acid precipitable.
I-labeled ES1 was incubated with 10
7 RBCs that were previously coated with 1D6 and E-selectin construct at a concentration of 0.5-4 g ml Ϫ1 in 150 l of Hanks/HBSS, 1% IgG-free BSA solution on ice for 40 min. 100 l of cell suspension was carefully layered on the top of an oil cushion ͑1:9 of apiezon:n-butyl phthalate͒ and then spun at 13,000 rpm for 6 min to separate the cell-bound from unbound 125 I-ES1. Cell pellets were collected and counted in a gamma counter. Preliminary experiments indicated that the binding of 125 I-ES1 to E-selectin construct saturated at a concentration of 0.5 g ml Ϫ1 . The site densities were calculated from the numbers of bound ES1 per cell assuming a monovalent binding of 125 I-ES1 to E-selectin construct at a saturating concentration.
Micropipette Assay
Our micropipette adhesion frequency assay has been described. 12, 54 Briefly, a RBC gently aspirated by a micropipette of ϳ2 m inner diameter was used as an ultrasensitive force transducer to detect adhesions mediated by E-selectin and carbohydrate ligands expressed on either a HL-60 or a Colo-205 target cell, aspirated by another micropipette on the opposite side ͑Fig. 1͒. The RBC was partially swelled using a low osmotic solution. The RBC pipette was driven by a computer-controlled piezoelectric actuator ͑Polytec PI, Auburn, MA͒ to make repeated contacts with the target cell that was held stationary. The contact duration was kept constant in each series of 100 contacts using a single pair of a RBC and a target cell but systematically varied over a range ͑0.5-16 s͒ using different cell pairs. The apparent contact area ͑ϳ3 m 2 ͒ was kept constant throughout, as observed microscopically ͓Fig. 1͑A͔͒. Adhesion, if present at the end of a controlled contact, was detected by the membrane deflection of the RBC during its retraction ͓Fig. 1͑B͔͒. In addition, the number of isolated point attachments linking the two cell membranes was enumerated by direct observation during their rupture when the RBC was being retracted or held at a fixed distance of retraction ͓Figs. 1͑B͒-1͑E͔͒. The images were observed using a Zeiss inverted microscope ͑Axio-vert 100; Oberkochan, Germany͒ equipped with a 100ϫ oil immersion 1.25 NA objective, a closed-circuit video system, and an image grabbing and analysis system. The probabilities of adhesion and of having n(ϭ0,1,2,3,...) point attachments were estimated from the frequency of their occurrence. The suction pressure in the RBC pipette was controlled to be 1-5 mm of water height by a hydraulic pressure regulation system of an accuracy better than 0.1 mm
). For a diameter of ϳ6 m of the unaspirated portion of the RBC, the force transducer has a spring constant of 10-50 pN m Ϫ1 . 11 With a better than 0.2 m spatial resolution for the RBC membrane deflection, this translates to a force detection sensitivity of better than 2 pN.
RESULTS
Binding Was Specifically Mediated by E-Selectin/Ligand Bonds
Results of experiments designed to address the binding specificity are shown in Fig. 2 , which were performed in two ways. One directly compared binding frequencies measured at a given contact time (tϭ5 s) long enough for steady state to be achieved ͓Figs. 2͑A͒ and 2͑B͔͒. The other fitted binding frequencies measured in a range of contact times ͑0.5-16 s͒ to Eqs. ͑3͒ and ͑5͒ ͑see below͒ to extrapolate the steady-state (t→ϱ) adhesion probabilities for comparison ͓Figs. 2͑C͒ and 2͑D͔͒. Upon incubation with E-selectin construct, the 1D6-coated RBCs adhered to Colo-205 cells in ϳ50% of the contacts ͓Fig. 2͑A͔͒. Adhesions were abolished when the E-selectin capture mAb 1D6 was replaced by an isotypematched irrelevant mIgG1 or when the E-selectin construct was substituted by the P-selectin construct. Adhesions were completely blocked by the anti-E-selectin blocking mAb ͑ES1͒, whereas the anti-E-selectin nonblocking mAb ͑ES2͒ had no effect ͓Fig. 2͑B͔͒. Inclusion of EDTA ͑5 mM͒ in the medium also abrogated adhesions, consistent with the known dependence of selectin/ carbohydrate ligand binding on divalent cations. 22 Although blocking effects were evident when compared to an isotype-matched irrelevant mIgM, the anti-sLe x mAbs ͑KM93 and CSLEX-1͒ only partially inhibited binding. This might be due to the presence of other sLe x -related carbohydrate structures that bound E-selectin but were not blocked by KM93 and CSLEX-1. Similar results were obtained for RBCs coated with E-selectin construct interacting with HL-60 cells ͓Figs. 2͑C͒ and 2͑D͔͒. These data have established that the adhesions measured by the micropipette adhesion frequency assay were mediated by the specific interactions between the E-selectin construct and its ligands. 
Point Attachments Followed Poisson Distribution
The random occurrence and infrequency of adhesions in the micropipette assay suggest that they might be mediated by a low number of bonds. This contention is based on the assumption that forming any one bond is independent of and equivalent to the formation of other bonds. Under such a condition, the probability of having n (ϭ0,1,2 
where the average number of bonds, ͗n͘, can be calculated either directly from the distribution, p n ,
or by fitting Eq. ͑1͒ to the measured p n . It follows from Eq. ͑1͒ that, when the probability of adhesion,
is small, P a Ϸ͗n͘ and p 0 ӷ p 1 ӷ p 2 ӷ p 3 . . . , leading to the prediction that most adhesions are mediated by single-bond events. Although this probabilistic argument was used in a number of studies intended to measure single-bond adhesions, 1, 10, 12, 29, 34, 37, 39, 47 its underlying assumption had not been experimentally validated. Because the single-bond hypothesis is an important basis for the data interpretation in these studies, we have tested a prediction of this assumption, namely, the Poisson distribution of bonds.
Our test stems from the observation that, although the two cells were pressed against each other to make a controlled contact of large apparent area ͓ϳ3 m 2 , Fig.  1͑A͔͒ , adhesions were only seen in a few ͑most often just 1͒ spatially separated distinct points, which detached sequentially. Although difficult to appreciate from the snap-shot images shown in Figs. 1͑B͒-1͑E͒ , the discrete and focal nature of this kind of ''point attachments'' can FIGURE 2. "A… and "C… Dependence of adhesion on E-selectin. "B… and "D… Inhibition of adhesion by blocking mAbs and by chelating the divalent cations. Data are presented as meanÁstandard error of the mean "SEM… of adhesion probability at a contact duration of tÄ5 s "A… and "B…, or as adhesion probability extrapolated to steady state, t\ؕ, using Eqs. "3… and "5… to fit data measured in a range of contact times "C… and "D…. N values denote the numbers of cell pairs examined "each tested 100 times…. "A… and "B… Colo-205 cell data. "C… and "D… HL-60 cell data.
be clearly visualized by continuous video microscopy ͑a web movie is available, see Ref. 61͒ as rupture of a point attachment is always immediately followed by the rapid springing back of a large portion of the adherent RBC membrane to expose the remaining point attachments. This is in sharp contrast to another type, referred to as ''area attachments,'' the separation of which required gradual peeling of the cell membrane from the edge of a seemingly continuously adhered area ͓Fig. 1͑F͔͒. It seems reasonable to assume that the former attachments were mediated by a small number of discretely distributed bonds while the latter were mediated by a large number of continuously distributed bonds. Although we were unable to directly measure the number of molecular bonds in each of these point attachments or their precise dimension from the microscopic images alone, whether they are statistically independent and equivalent can be tested by examining the frequency distribution of their occurrence.
To conduct such a test, data pooled from experiments of many cell pairs ͑each tested 100 cycles to estimate an adhesion probability͒ were segregated into subgroups ͑bins͒ each of which has a narrow range of P a , contains a similar number of adhesive events ͑ϳ300͒, but includes different numbers of cell pairs ͑since cell pairs that produced higher P a resulted in more adhesive events͒. Because of the one-to-one relationship between P a and ͗n͘ ͓Eq. ͑3͔͒, events in each subgroup are predicted to correspond to a narrow range of average number of point attachments. Adhesion tests resulted in no adhesion and adhesions via single, double, triple, etc., attachments in each subgroup were enumerated to determine their frequency distribution, p n . The average number of point attachments, ͗n͘, was calculated either by fitting the Poisson distribution, Eq. ͑1͒, to the measured p n or by directly using the definition, Eq. ͑2͒, without any curve fitting. It was then compared to the theoretical ͗n͘ predicted from Eq. ͑3͒. It is evident from Fig. 3 that the measured, fitted, and predicted average number of point attachments compare reasonably well except when ͗n͘ approaches unity in the HL-60 case, where the measured and fitted ͗n͘ values are somewhat smaller than the theoretical ͗n͘ curve. This expected discrepancy will be discussed shortly.
For a more rigorous test, the experimentally measured p n vs ͗n͘ relationship was directly compared to the theoretical prediction based on Eq. ͑1͒. In such a comparison, not even a single curve-fitting parameter was used. As shown in Fig. 4 , the frequencies of adhesions mediated by a given number of point attachments follow reasonably well the Poisson distribution over the range of ͗n͘ values tested, with respective coefficients of determination R 2 ϭ0.707 and 0.753 for the HL-60 ͓Fig. 4͑A͔͒ and Colo-205 ͓Fig. 4͑B͔͒ cases. Compared to those predicted by Eq. ͑1͒, the higher p 1 and the lower p 2 and p 3 experimental values may be due to observation errors, which may also be the reason why the measured and fitted ͗n͘ values were lower than the predicted curve in Fig. 3 . The determination of an adhesion to be a single, double, or triple point attachment was made from planar images such as those shown in Fig. 1 , which projected the circular contact disk onto a line. As such, the observation tended to overestimate p 1 and underestimate p 2 and p 3 , because multiple point attachments might project as a single point attachment from the side view. This might also bias the calculation of the average number of point attachments based on the measured p n towards a lower ͗n͘ value as seen in Fig. 3 , especially at high values of P a where multiple point attachments are expected to be ͑and were observed to be͒ more frequent. Taken together, these data show that the point attachments were formed independently of each other and behaved as equivalent quantal binding units, and obeyed Poisson distributions over a ͗n͘ range of 0.1-1.2. 
Average Point-Attachment Number Followed Simple Reversible Kinetics
The average number of point attachments, ͗n͘, determined from Eq. ͑3͒ using the specific adhesion probability after removing the nonspecific binding, was systematically measured over a range of contact times t ͑0.5-16 s͒ for two or three E-selectin densities, m r , for interactions with HL-60 and Colo-205 cells, respectively. The surface densities of E-selectin coated on RBCs were measured by independent experiments using radioimmunoassay as described in Materials and Methods. To examine the dependence of ͗n͘ on m r , the ratio of ͗n͘ to (m r ) v , where v is an integer stoichiometric coefficient, was plotted against the contact time t. It was found that when ϭ1 is chosen, various ͗n͘/m r vs t data sets corresponding to different m r values ͑indicated by the different symbols͒ collapse onto a single curve ͑Fig. 5͒, indicating that ͗n͘ was proportional to m r . The ͗n͘/m r data in Fig. 5 increase with the contact time initially and then reach a plateau, and therefore contain both kinetic and equilibrium information.
For adhesive bonds ͑or bond clusters͒ formed independently and equivalently and distributed according to Eq. ͑1͒, their average number is predicted to follow a simple reversible kinetics:
where k f 0 and k r 0 are the respective forward-and reverserate constants, m l is the ligand density, and A c is the contact area. The superscript 0 emphasizes that these kinetic rates are evaluated at the zero-force state, for during the contact time the two cells were pressed against each other with no tensile force acting on the bonds. The zero initial condition solution of Eq. ͑4͒ is ͗n͘ϭm r m l A c K a
where K a 0 ϵk f 0 /k r 0 is the equilibrium binding affinity. As shown in Fig. 5 , Eq. ͑5͒ was found to globally fit reasonably well the measured average number of point attachments for two ͑HL-60͒ or three ͑Colo-205͒ E-selectin densities with a single set of parameters Table 1 for the two cellular systems examined. Since neither were the precise structure͑s͒ of carbohydrate ligands on the HL-60 and Colo-205 cells for E-selectin identified nor were their densities determined, we could only compare the E-selectin-mediated cellular kinetic rates. The data in Table 1 
DISCUSSION
Point Attachments Behaved as Quantal Binding Units
In this work, we have extended our recently developed micropipette method for measuring kinetics of cellbound adhesion molecules. 12 Previously, only binary outcomes ͑i.e., whether adhesion presented or not͒ were enumerated from micropipette adhesion tests, 12,13,54 -56 although the discrete and focal nature of these adhesions, i.e., that the two cell membranes were actually linked by spatially isolated point attachments, was noted. 12 Here, the adhesions were further dissected into single, double, triple, etc., point attachments. It was found that these point attachments behaved as statistically independent and equivalent events that followed the Poisson distribution ͑Figs. 3 and 4͒. Their kinetics obeyed probabilistic kinetics formulation for small systems, 26 as Eqs. ͑1͒ and ͑5͒ represent an approximate solution of McQuarrie's master equations with zero-force rate constants. 12, 23 These observations have provided direct physical evidence to support the hypothesis that small-scale, shortduration adhesions such as those quantified by the present micropipette assay were mediated by a low number of discrete, quantal binding units. In the absence of multimeric binding, these quantal binding units are most likely single bonds. 59 As has been pointed out previously, 12 to estimate kinetic rates it is not necessary to dissect the adhesion probability into probability distribution of point attachments. However, knowing that the measured adhesions are mediated by isolated quantal binding units that form and dissociate sequentially validates the use of the probabilistic kinetic formulation and allows a proper interpretation of the estimated rate constants.
Comparison With Existing Data
In our previous studies, the systems were limited to the Ig super gene family of molecules, i.e., Fc␥R/IgG interactions. 12,13,54 -56 The present work has tested the applicability of our micropipette method to a distinct family of molecules, i.e., E-selectin interacting with carbohydrate ligands. The kinetics of E-selectin dissociating from their carbohydrate ligands has previously been measured by using the flow chamber technique 2,18,42 and microcantilever 47 experiments. The k r 0 values listed in Table 1 , measured in the absence of tensile force with the micropipette using a purified E-selectin Lec-EGF construct and HL-60 and Colo-205 cells, are in good agreement with the published reverse rates at low force or extrapolated to zero force: 0.5 s Ϫ1 for endothelial cell E-selectin interacting with ligands on neutrophils, 18 0.7 and 2.6 s Ϫ1 for recombinant E-selectin purified from CHO cells interacting with neutrophil ligands, 2,42 and 0.72 and 2.2 s Ϫ1 for an Ig chimeric E-selectin construct interacting with purified sLe x . 47 In the micropipette experiments, two cells are impinged normally onto each other for contact times ranging from 0.5 to 16 s. In the flow chamber experiments, by comparison, cells collide with the chamber floor tangentially for encounter duration as brief as milliseconds. The agreement between the zero-force reverse rates for similar biological materials measured using two distinct techniques indicates that these kinetic rates are independent of the transport processes by which the two reacting molecules are brought together and apart.
We found that the HL-60 and Colo-205 cells bound to E-selectin coated RBCs with similar cellular forward rates but dissociated twice as fast from the former as from the latter. This finding is consistent with the report that HL-60 cells only express sLe x but Colo-205 cells express both sLe x and sLe a , which decorate as least four different glycoproteins. 24, 46, 49 ͑Because the E-selectin ligands have yet to be determined, these are treated as a single species here. Approximating the concurrent binding of multiple species with a single-species model will introduce a component into the standard errors that is not due to experimental variability, but rather is derived from the mathematical discordance between the single-species model and the potentially more complex multiple-species behavior. 58 However, using the single-species approximation will not negate the discussion here. such as roughness and deformability, 56 which may compensate the different k f 0 , if any. On the other hand, it seems intuitively reasonable that dissociation of bound ligands does not depend on any of these factors. Thus, differences in the ligands are readily revealed by the different k r 0 values. We previously measured the 2D equilibrium affinities of the E-selectin/ligand binding by a centrifugation method. 38 The effective affinities for Colo-205 and HL-60 cells, estimated by extrapolating the m l A c K a versus centrifugal force data to zero force, are an order of magnitude smaller than the values found here. In the present micropipette experiment, the E-selectin coated RBC was impinged onto the target cell to make a large contact in order to visualize multiple point attachments.
In the centrifugation work, by contrast, the target cells remained rounded after being gently spun down by a small force ͑ϳ5 pN͒ to the E-selectin coated surface, and it is expected that the contact area would be much smaller. As we have recently shown, the value of effective affinity can be dramatically altered by the contact area, 56 which we hypothesize as the reason for the discrepancy between the present m l A c K a 0 values and those previously reported.
Forward Rates of E-Selectin/Ligand Interactions Are Indeed Very Rapid
Perhaps the most variable new information generated from the present work is the effective cellular forward rates per unit density of E-selectin, m l A c k f 0 , of E-selectin/ligand interactions ͑Table 1͒. It is interesting to compare these values to those of Fc␥R/IgG interactions, which were measured using the same micropipette adhesion frequency assay. Table 1 , suggesting that neutrophils ͑assuming their respective E-selectin and Fc␥RIIIb NA2 binding kinetic properties are similar to those of HL-60 and K562 cells, respectively͒ would bind to cell-bound E-selectin 3 or 4 orders of magnitude faster than to a cell opsonized with equal density of IgG1 or IgG2, respectively. It has long been proposed that selectin/ligand binding must have rapid kinetics in order for these interactions to mediate leukocyte tethering to and rolling on endothelial cells in shear flow. Previously, surface plasmon resonance measurements of 3D forward rates of soluble P-and L-selectins for physiological ligands were used to support this hypothesis, 27, 31 despite the fact that their relevance to the 2D binding has yet to be shown, as discussed in the Introduction. The present micropipette data indicate that the E-selectin/ligand interactions are indeed of much more rapid forward rates compared to Fc␥R/IgG interactions. Comparing the calculation in the Introduction with the measured parameters confirms that these forward rates are sufficient. Indeed, multiplying the m l A c k f 0 values in Table 1 
Issues Associated With Low Receptor Density
As a result of the rapid forward rates and high binding affinities of the 2D E-selectin/ligand interactions, only a few E-selectin molecules per micron square of RBC surface is sufficient for the adhesion probability to be in the midrange, the range in which the micropipette adhesion frequency assay is designed to work. By comparison, the Fc␥R/IgG interactions require hundreds to thousands of interacting molecules per micron square of contact area to achieve sufficient levels of binding. 12,13,54 -56 Several issues have been found to associate with the present low E-selectin density condition.
To identify the rate-limiting factor͑s͒ it is useful to decompose the binding process into a transport and a reaction step. When molecular densities are high, adhesion is likely limited by reaction because receptors would be surrounded by ligands once the two cells are in contact. When molecular densities are low, by contrast, adhesion may be limited by transport because the interacting molecules are likely far apart. However, in most 2D binding cases the receptors and ligands are brought together by the cells to which they are respectively anchored rather than diffusion as in the 3D case. In the micropipette experiment, such a ''convective transport'' process is much faster than molecular diffusion on the cell membrane if a receptor happens to be placed to the vicinity of a ligand, but completely ineffective if not. Just as the rate of a diffusion-limited reaction is influenced by the diffusion coefficient, here the question is whether the measured adhesion probability truly represents the likelihood of forming a bond between a receptor/ligand pair or merely reflects the chance of placing them sufficiently close for binding to become possible. Obviously, should the latter be the case the measured P a data would no longer contain the desired kinetic information. That the former still dominates the measured ͗n͘/m r vs t curves is supported by the fact that reasonable kinetic rates could be extracted from the data shown in Fig. 5 , presumably because of the sufficiently high ligand density that compensates the low E-selectin density. However, the following observations suggest that the latter may have some contribution.
Previously, we found that adhesion events were usually uniformly distributed in the hundreds of test cycles performed on each cell pair, suggesting that whether one test resulted in an adhesion or not would not affect the likelihood for an adhesion to occur in the next test. 12 In the present work, by contrast, concentrations of adhesion events were observed more frequently, as exemplified in Fig. 6 . A plausible interpretation for the concentration of adhesion ͑or nonadhesion͒ events may be that the E-selectin molecules happened to be placed near by ͑or far away from͒ the ligands. Because the cells were brought into contact by the precise movement of a piezoelectric translator, approximately the same surface elements would touch each other in a series repeated contacts, leading to a correlation of the positive ͑or negative͒ adhesion scores.
The fact that the experimenter did not know whether or not interacting molecules were placed in close proximity gave rise to another uncontrollable random element to the stochastic binding process. This added randomness may explain the much higher level of data scattering ͑cf. Fig. 5͒ than seen previously. 54 -56 This argument is supported by an analysis of residues, which revealed twice the variance ͑for both the HL-60 and Colo-205 data͒ than seen previously. 54 It is interesting to note that, compared to the HL-60 case, the more scattered Colo-205 data correlate with a higher effective cellular affinity m l A c K a 0 per E-selectin density that requires a lower E-selectin density m r to achieve the same level of adhesion frequency ͑cf. Table 1͒ . This kind of data variation could also be augmented by the presence of multiple species of carbohydrate ligands possessing different binding properties, as previously discussed.
Approximating the solution of the master equations by the Poisson distribution may also contribute some error. Unlike the previous studies, the condition for such an approximation to be valid-the bond number is sufficiently low such that the numbers of the receptors and ligands remain essentially constant in the contact area-is only marginally satisfied. Although we did not use the exact solution of the master equations to fit the data-their variation does not seem to justify the use of a more sophisticated model-we did acquire a larger size of samples to ensure their statistical reliability. In the present work, the two sets of kinetic parameters listed in Table 1 were, respectively, estimated from 49 ͑for HL-60 data͒ and 63 ͑for Colo-205 data͒ pairs cells of 100 tests each, ϳ3 times those normally used in the study of a Fc␥R/IgG interaction.
To conclude, the successful application of the micropipette method to the study of E-selectin/carbohydrate ligand interactions and its extension to the kinetic measurement of point attachments have provided further validation not only to this useful experimental tool but also to its underlying mathematical framework-the probabilistic kinetics theory. The kinetic data so obtained further our understanding of E-selectin/ligand binding and provide a basis for quantitative descriptions of interactions between flowing cells and the vessel wall under physiological conditions.
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